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ELECTROLYSIS	203
q the conductance of the rails and whatever copper may be
rallel for conducting the current back to the power station,
lonnection at the power station is either eliminated or made
Lgh a suitable resistance. Insulated return conductors are
[led at various points on the track system from the negative
>ar or from a negative booster, the other terminal of which is
jcted to the negative bus. Two important results are
led by this scheme. First, the current being drawn from the
b various points, high current densities in the rails are avoided,
aquently, the potential gradient in the rail is much reduced,
idly, by properly designing the negative feeders the potential
in each of the feeders can be made nearly the same, or by
ig negative boosters in each group of feeders the potentials
3 rails at the points where the feeders are tied may be made
y the same. In either case the flow of current in the track
e subdivided so that the direction of flow will be frequently
sed, thus eliminating the possibility of an accumulation of
potential differences between widely separated points on
rack.
e need of regulation of this phase of electric railway opera-
;s receiving increasing attention from the legislative bodies
e various municipalities. Chicago has had an electrolysis
ance for a number of years. Recently the ordinance was
id. Originally it specified a maximum possible rail drop
volts in the city. It now provides for the division of the
nto three zones. All uninsulated electric return circuits are
so arranged that between any two points on any uninsulated
hi of the circuit the sustained maximum difference of poten-
hall not exceed 10 volts in the inner zone, 15 volts in the
Ie zone and 20 volts in the outer zone.
'0 tests are employed in locating electrolysis trouble, the
at survey and the potential survey. The current survey
ves the measuring with a milli-voltmeter of the potential
in definite lengths of the pipe under test, and from this data,
lata, and an application of Ohm's law determining the current
ig in the conductor. The potential survey consists of
ig the difference of potential existing between the metallic
.ded conductor under test and adjacent rail or other grounded
lie conductors. The purpose of this survey is to show
5, along the line, it is possible for current to flow from one
ictor to another.

